J6 Rail - The Foundation of Your
Material Handling Solution

• Extruded and weld free maximizing strength while minimizing weight
• Requires minimal overhead space while providing high load capacities
• Supports loads directly under the system or cantilevered off to the side with the least
amount of trolley “kick up”
• Replaces traditional 4” & 8” rail systems
• Installation drawings, field supervision & design services are also available

J6 Accessories
• Jomat Trolleys are designed to be the
smoothest running trolleys on the market
since they are machined from Delrin &
use maintenance free roller bearings.
This process makes them more durable
to harsh working conditions allowing the
system to move smoother than any others.

J6 Trolley

• One style trolley provides you with Rigid mount,
Swivel mount, Non Kick Up & Side Load.
• Trolley wheels travel equally on the x/y and z axis inside
the enclosed J6 aluminum rail. This innovation results in
zero “kick up” while allowing heavy loads to be moved with
extreme ease.
• The J6 trolley is also designed to accept a safety cable through the trolley and hoist,
meeting all the automotive safety standards in the industry.

Dual Rigid End Truck

End Stop &
Redundant End Stop

Splice Kit & Hanger

Mid-Rail Stop Kit

Festoon Trolley

Single Articulating
End Truck

Jib Booms

Jomat also offers jib cranes in
various column heights and boom
lengths designed to carry heavy
loads effortlessly.

Articulating Arms
Jomat’s line of articulating arms integrates
function and safety, designed to be both
visually and ergonomically appealing.
Semi modular designs with interchangeable
parts improve delivery time as well as service
and maintenance requirements. AS2 and AS3
arms come with X/Y bi-directional leveling
adjustment for true balance throughout
complete motion of the arm. All arms can
be set up with auto return to home position
and have the option for brakes, encoders,
and adjustable pivot stops.

Torque Tubes
Jomat Industries’ line of light
duty torque tubes integrates function
and safety, designed to be both
visually and ergonomically appealing.
Semi-modular designs with interchangeable
parts improve delivery time as well as
service and maintenance requirements.
It also allows easy selection of torque tube
parameters based on specific applications.
Several torque tube series provide a family
of products that will accommodate a wide
range of applications.

Sidewinder Drive Tractors
The Jomat Sidewinder System is used to assist an
operator with pushing or pulling Lift Assist Fixtures,
Bridges and heavier overhead loads along
an X-Y Rail System. The system has been proven to
be virtually maintenance free and easily installed.
All Sidewinder Systems can be ordered with
controls set-up for multiple conditions such as
Power & Free, Single or Dual drive directions, with
automatic home or station to station positioning.
The Sidewinder system unlike “Drive Tractors”
does not require a drive wheel to make contact
with the overhead rail, therefore, it can be used
with nearly any rail manufacturers product. Also,
unlike a standard Drive Tractor that only drives
along one rail, the Sidewinder System is typically
mounted between the rail runways for optimal
position to move the load without causing bridge
rails to bind and wear out. Tractors come with
lube free pneumatic motors.

Automation &
Integration
Jomat’s expertise in design and
build for assembly cell automation
applications includes but is not
limited to Aerospace and
Automotive Industries.

Hand Tools

Jomat custom designs and
builds hand tools for manual
assembly operations.

Carts

Custom Design & Build Lift Assists
Whether you require a light weight mechanical hand tool,
a completely integrated system of custom lift assists and
standard products, or anything in between - Jomat can do
it all. Our experienced team of sales and design engineers
work closely with you to define and thoroughly understand
your unique application requirements. The elements of
every job are carefully reviewed by our design
engineers to ensure the development of a
thorough solution. Our goal is to design
for operator efficiency, safety, simplicity,
durability and success - the first time.
We look forward to solving your ergonomic
and work flow challenges.

Jomat Industries was founded in 1991 as a
distributor of material handling equipment,
power tools and accessories geared
toward resolving ergonomic issues in the
work environment. As our reputation grew
for creating simple solutions for complex
problems, so did our capabilities. Jomat has
the capability of meeting all of your material
handling needs by offering, Overhead Rail
Systems, and Automation with complete
Integration. Our in house fabrication shop
ensures our customers receive the quality
products and on time deliveries they’ve
come to expect from the initial contact
all the way through the custom design
and build process. Whether your material
handling application requires a carefully
designed, Jomat standard product or a
custom engineered solution - we can help.
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